Abstract. We present an approach to address a main performance bottleneck in symbolic execution. Despite a powerful method to produce test cases with high coverage, symbolic execution often suffers from the problem of exploring a huge number of paths without (1) significantly increasing the coverage, and (2) going deep enough to hit hot spots. The situation becomes worse for modern programming languages such as C/C++ which extensively use library calls and shared code. In this paper we use a novel "lazy" execution approach to evaluate functions, library calls, and other entities commonly used in a high level language. Specifically, the symbolic executor uses high level abstractions and subspace search to control and guide symbolic execution so that only necessary paths are visited to produce valid test cases. This method is able to avoid exploring many useless or duplicate paths. Experimental results show that it can help solve path constraints and produce test cases in much less time. For many programs, it can improve the performance by several orders of magnitude while maintaining the same source code coverage.
Introduction
Traditionally, software quality has been assured through manual testing which is tedious, difficult, and often gives poor coverage of the source code especially when availing of random testing approaches. This has led to much recent work in the formal validation arena. One such formal technique is symbolic execution [5, 15, 16, 19] which can be used to automatically generate test inputs with high structural coverage for the program under testing.
Some widely used symbolic execution engines such as [6, 5] handle high level languages such as C and Java. We have extended KLEE [5] to a tool KLOVER [15] for the automatic validation and test generation for C++, the language of choice for most low-level scientific and performance critical applications in academia and industry. To avoid dealing with the complex syntax of a high level language, these tools [5, 19, 15] handle the bytecode (e.g. LLVM bytecode [12] in [5, 15, 16] ) generated by a compiler. So does the approach proposed in this paper; however it is a general method independent of the input language or the intermediate bytecode, although an OO language like C++ containing large libraries can benefit more from the approach.
Typically, a symbolic executor forks two new states (or paths) when the condition of a branch is evaluated to be unknown (i.e. both this condition and its negation are satisfiable). If n unknown branches are called in a sequence, then O(2 n ) states are produced. It is possible that a small program (e.g. with embedded loops containing unknown branches) leads to hundreds of thousands of states; and the executor gets stuck in exploring too many paths. On the other hand, we usually do not need all these states to test the program, e.g. O(n) states are sufficient to cover all the branches of this sequence. Hence a question is: which O(n) states are needed, and how to produce these states automatically?
Many modern symbolic executors [6, 5, 19] have applied some techniques to mitigate the state explosion problem. For example, the EXE tool [6] has incorporated a RWSet analysis [4] to merge the states which are equivalent modulo live variables. At an execution point, two states can be merged if their stacks, heaps, and path conditions are the same after non-live variables are eliminated. For another example, KLEE [5] provides an experimental feature which allow a user to specify where to merge the states. Ite (if-then-else) expressions are used to combine expressions from different states. Recently, a more advanced merging approach [11] is proposed which merges states according to the impact that each symbolic variable has on solver queries that follow a potential merge point. This can be guided by search strategies that are more likely to reach the bugs or missed branches. This paper proposes a different approach.
State explosion becomes more severe for a language like C/C++ which comes with a large standard library containing the implementation of commonly-used APIs. Unfortunately, the library is highly optimized only for concrete execution. A simple API function call may contain a vast number of unknown branches. For example, consider the code "if (f(x) > g(x)) ...; else ...;", we need only two paths (states) to cover the two branches, while the symbolic execution of f (x) or g(x) may lead to path explosion. State merging may help in this case, however there is another approach -the focus of this paper -which needs no state merging at all! After all, state merging is costly and it is very hard to find out appropriate merging points and strategies. One of our key ideas is that we do not spawn states unless they are indeed needed. That is, the states are spawned lazily such that (1) useless or duplicate paths are avoided whenever possible; and (2) the execution can terminate early without coverage penalty. Now we summarize our techniques and contributions:
-We use function abstraction and lazy function evaluation to avoid path explosion. Specifically, we first use abstractions to divide the state space into sub-spaces, then search each sub-space efficiently for one valid solution. Once a solution is found in a sub-space, we safely skip the rest of this sub-space. This divide-and-conquer technique enables us to explore only a small portion of the entire space without scarifying source coverage. -We use a generic declarative language to describe the abstractions and control the execution. We show how to abstract some commonly-used data structures and APIs. Our method allows us to define operations, recursive abstractions, quantified expressions, and so on, in a slight extension of the source language; hence is very general and extensible. (Section 3.1) -We present how to search sub-spaces through early termination (Section 3.2).
We give some analysis and preliminary experimental results to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
As far as we know, the presented work is the first effort to apply lazy symbolic execution through functional abstraction and optimized sub-space search to mitigate path explosion, especially for C/C++ programs. With this technique, our symbolic executor is able to improve the performance by orders of magnitude, yet produce valid test cases without source coverage penalty. Although there are some prior works on using summaries to help symbolic execution [1, 9] , or using lazy methods to initialize data structures [10] or generate path constraints [17] , our method contains new features such as two-level execution, sub-space based early termination, and so on. In this paper we describe how to (1) introduce the abstraction phase and the search phase; and (2) handle general data structures and apply search and solving mechanisms.
We organize the paper by first giving motivating examples and an overview, then describing the lazy execution method in details, and then presenting experimental results. Finally we discuss and conclude.
Backgroup and Motivation
Our executor is built on top of a symbolic execution engine KLEE [5] to handle C++ programs. The C++ standard includes a library for all commonly used data structures and algorithms. Instead of using the standard library provided with GCC, we choose and optimize the simpler uClibc++ library [20] to improve the performance of symbolic execution. This paper uses this library to illustrate how lazy execution is performed. Note that the method is general, e.g. it is applicable to other libraries in other languages.
Motivating Example 1 (Strings). We start with the simple String library in C++. The following is a part of the C++ version of the main benchmark program in [2] , where input str is a symbolic string. The full version is presented in the Appendix. In order to reach exits 1 and 5, we need to solve the following two paths constraints. Suppose we use the default uClibc++ implementation. If str is given a fixed length n, then the executor explores O(n) paths for exit 1. However we need only visit 1 path to cover this exit, e.g. when str is an empty string. Other valid paths are simply duplications. Exit 5 is much more challenging.
The minimum length of str is 29; unfortunately the executor fails to find out a solution within the 2-hour time-out limit after exploring > 10, 000 paths. The case where str's length is not fixed becomes worse since more paths need to be visited.
Exit 1: str.find last of('/') = npos Exit 5: i = str.find last of('/') ∧ i != npos ∧ rest = str.substr(i+1) ∧ rest.find("EasyChair") = −1 ∧ str.compare(0, 7, "http://") = 0 ∧ t = str.substr(7, i-7) ∧ t.compare(0,4,"www.") = 0 ∧ t' = t.substr(4) ∧ t' = "live.com"
One main problem of using the default library implementation is that many new states will be spawned in the very beginning, while these states may lead to only invalid paths in subsequent execution. For example, for exit 5, all the trials on lengths less than 29 are fruitless. In fact, for these lengths, the executor should not execute the bodies of the involved string APIs at all! Motivating Example 2 (C++ Containers). C++ containers are data structures parametrized for generic types. Take map for example, it supports insertion, deletion, search, and so on. The keys and elements can be integers, strings, or even user-defined objects. Similar to the string case, using the default library implementation will inevitably lead to path explosion even for small programs. To see this, consider inserting n elements with symbolic keys into a set. A naive implementation may lead to O(n n ) paths, and an optimized one (e.g. the elements are sorted) may result in O((log(n)) n ) paths. This poses a big challenge to executing realistic programs which usually use containers extensively.
Two issues further complicate the problem: (1) C++ containers use iterators to traverse the elements, where an iterator is a pointer referring the elements objects in the heap; and (2) the key can be of object (e.g. string) type such that each comparison of two keys may produce a large number of paths.
Motivating Example 3 (User-defined Class). A user may define a class converting a long number (e.g. read from a hardware register) to a date of customized format. For example, the following code converts an input to a date and then sees whether the date is the first date of 2012. The fromNum function usually involves many division operations and branches over the results. This may overload the SMT solver. In contrast, lazy execution can quickly find out a valid solution for exit 1, e.g. n = 2012 × 366 + 0 × 31 + 0. Basically it first identifies a candidate dt = "2012-01-01" in the abstraction phase, then converts it back to a valid number in the search phase. The conversion is fast since the target number has been given in this case. Our lazy execution approach delays state spawning to the point where the new states are indeed needed. For a library function call, we first regard it as an "atomic" operation by refraining its execution from spawning paths. Specifically, we do not execute this function's body at this moment; instead we use an abstraction to model this function's semantics and mark its atomic space. In addition, an invocation to the declarative implementation of this function is added into the path condition. Take find last of for example. A valid abstraction requires that the return value is either npos (indicating character c is not found) or an unsigned integer less than the string length. The abstraction marks the relation between the return value i and the string length; while the DI maintains the relation of i and the string value.
Abstraction : i = str.find last of (c) ∧ (i = npos ∨ 0 ≤ i < str.len) DI Invocation : find last of imp(i, str, c)
As shown on the left of Figure 1 , in an abstraction phase, only the abstractions are used to determine the satisfiability of a branch. When the end of a path is reached, the executor enters the "search" phase, where the DIs are expanded in their original call order. Consider exit 1 with path condition str.find last of (c) = npos. To cover this exit we take the requirement as an assumption, then execute the function body to search a solution within the "sub-space" associated with this exit. Once a solution is found, e.g. str = "", the executor can stop exploring other paths since they won't increase coverage. This early termination technique avoids exploring useless or duplicate paths in a sub-space. A key point here is that the abstractions are used as assumptions, e.g. the return value must be npos, then the DIs are executed with respect to this fact. This avoids exploring other values which lead to invalid solutions.
The case of exit 5 is similar. The abstractions imply that str's minimum length is 29, and i = 19. This immediately specifies str's length and the values of all intermediate symbolic integer variables. Then, the executor can explore only one path to find out a valid solution, e.g. str = "http://www.live.com/EasyChair".
Hence we use the abstractions to (1) mark atomic operations; (2) divide the state space into coverage sub-spaces; (3) constrain the values of variables in the DIs; and (4) guide the search. For each sub-space, we only need to find one solution (i.e. explore only one path).
array read | id[e → e] array update | opu e unary operation | e opb e binary operation | opt(e, e, e) trinary operation On the right of Figure 1 we show pictorially why lazy execution is better than eager execution (i.e. the usual one without abstractions and DIs). In the eager case, executing function f 1 spawns many paths, most of which may be invalidated during f 2 's execution (marked by black filled nodes in the diagram). Suppose f 1 and f 2 spawn m and n states respectively, then eager execution explores O(m × n) useless paths. In contrast, lazy execution first collects the abstractions without path spawning, then use them to rule out most of f 1 's invalid paths. In one sense, it utilizes the subsequent control-and data-flow information to avoid visiting useless paths. In many cases this can reduce the number of paths to O(n), and further to O(1) through early termination.
Important questions include: (1) how to find out and define the abstractions? (2) how to combine the abstractions and DIs at run-time? and (3) how to efficiently search the sub-space? We address these questions in the next section.
Lazy Symbolic Execution
We use an immediate language to help define function abstractions and control the execution. The Intermediate Language (IL) extends KLEE's expression language by adding advanced expressions such as quantified expressions, function applications, etc., plus mechansims to evaluate these advanced expressions in the execution engine. In Figure 2 , we show the syntax of the primitive expressions inherited from KLEE (left) and some advanced expressions introduced by IL (right). Note that new abstract functions or operations are introduced.
Function Abstraction and Declarative Implementation
An abstraction records the abstract information about a function, while encapsulating other details in a declarative implementation (DI). For example, function find last of is abstracted as below, where i marks c's position in the string, and input pos specifies the first position to consider. Here i is either npos or an unsigned integer less than the string's length. When the executor encounters this function, it adds into the current path condition the abstraction and an invocation to the DI. The DI constrain the values of i and str in a declarative style, i.e. it captures the exact semantics: if i = npos, then c / ∈ str; otherwise,
Here primitive assume adds the constraint into the current path condition, and test is similar but terminates the path if the constraint is false. Note that find last of imp is marked LAZY so that the symbolic executor will execute it later (e.g. at the end of a path). We show below two other DI versions: the first one uses IL's syntax parser to introduce a built-in forall expression ( assume IL accepts various argument formats similar to printf); the second one specifies the DI as a recursion, whose unrolling can be customized at run-time (see Section 3.2). Note that both the abstractions and the DIs are directly specified in the source code. We show below the abstractions for exit 5. Figure 3 shows some other string operations. Some length constraints are also used in [2] . For example, operator A(s) introduces an integer variable for s to reason about the relation between strings, e.g. s1 > s2 ∧ s1 < s2 is unsat since A(s1) > A(s2) ∧ A(s1) < A(s2) is unsat for uninterpreted function A.
Abs.(Length constraints)
DI (Lazy function calls) find last of imp(i, str, '/') ∧ find imp(0, rest, "EasyChair") ∧ compare imp(0, str, 0, 7, "http://") ∧ compare imp(0, t, 0, 4,"www.") ∧ eq imp(t', "live.com") Figures 3 and 4 show some example abstractions. For C++ set, elements are associated with pointers (positions) as chars in a string; hence the abstraction is somehow similar to the string case. To model the mutations better, we introduce an "add" operator to model element insertion, and specify some DIs in recursive form. An interesting point is that the abstraction of operation erase can use function call find to facilitate subsequent query on the element. We give below an example where the executor explores only one path to cover the target branch. It is not uncommon that the search phase needs to explore more than one path to find out a valid solution. For example, consider constraints t = "live.com" and !t.compare(0,4,"www."), the length constraints imply that t's minimum length is 8; however it should be 12 when considering the string value. the executor will find out this fact in the search phase, and try larger lengths. Here lazy execution starts from length 8 rather than 0 (a substantial improvement already).
Sub-Space Search with Abstractions
Eager execution spawn paths immediately, while in lazy execution, extra assumptions (e.g. abstractions) are used to rule out a portion of the invalid paths. Figure  5 gives two branching trees starting from a node with path condition pc. This node spawns n paths with constraints C Decl. Imple. 
S.insert(v)
4. An example of abstracting C++ unsorted set (excerpt). We use p, S, k and v to denote iterator (pointer), set, key, and value respectively. We use ⊕ for adding an element in the front, * for dereferencing an iterator, and {} for an empty set. A set is a sequence of pointers indexing from 0; each pointer refers to an element. v ∈ S is implemented by iterating over S's elements.
node continues spawning and generates a large sub-tree of height k. The nodes in each bottom sub-tree at the last level have constraints C then we obtain a speed-up of 999x. Furthermore, the remaining sub-tree itself is also subject to lazy execution, hence we may need to explore only a couple of paths. This can bring improvement of several orders of magnitude.
Here we introduce some notations to facilitate subsequent discussions. Expression (c1 + ¬c1) · c2 describes a tree that first branches over condition c 1 and then encounters c 2 . Here operators · and + denote "fork" and "concat" respectively. Obviously this expression equals to c1 · c2 + ¬c1 · c2. Notation Λ ⊢ Γ denotes the tree Γ with abstraction Λ, i.e. the tree simplified under assumption Λ. For example, c1 ⊢ (c1 + ¬c1) · c2 is c1 ⊢ c1 · c2 or simply c1 ⊢ c2. The number of visited paths (including unsat paths) in a tree Γ is |Γ |, e.g. |(c1 + ¬c1) · c2| = 2 and |c1 ⊢ c2| = 1. The basic theorem about lazy execution is: ∀Λ, Γ : |Λ|×|Λ ⊢ Γ | ≤ |Γ |, hence adding extra non-forking abstractions (i.e. |Λ| = 1) will not increase the number of paths. This indicates that, with non-forking abstractions, the lazy approach always performs better than the eager one w.r.t. path number.
As illustrated in Section 3.1, our abstractions are mostly non-forking logical formulas. Even for forking ones, the conclusion is virtually the same since abstraction Λ's paths usually exist in the original implementation Σ as well. That is, (|Λ| ≤ |Γ1|) ⇒ (|Λ ⊢ Γ · Γ1| ≤ |Γ · Γ1|). The main overhead brought by abstractions is on the solver. Fortunately this overhead is marginal because (1) Λ are light-weight constraints; and (2) KLEE uses many powerful optimizations such as cache solving and independence solving that handle extra constraints well.
Does the quality of the abstractions matter? Let us consider two extreme cases. First, if the abstractions contain no useful information (e.g. tautologies), then the lazy method is the same as the eager one: | ⊢ Γ1| = |Γ1|. Second, if the abstractions are precise, then there is no need to use the DIs to find out a valid solution: |Γ1 ⊢ Γ1| = |Γ1|. In general, the more precise the abstractions are, the faster a lazy executor can find the answer.
We give below some properties about lazy execution, where Γ1 Γ2 denotes that (1) Γ1 = Γ2 (i.e. they have the set of end paths), and (2) |Γ1| ≤ |Γ2|. This indicates that Γ 1 is a sound reduction of Γ 2 . These self-explanatory properties specify how to introduce, lift and merge abstractions.
An important property about DIs is that their declarative style allows us to exchange DIs and form DI groups based on dependency information, e.g. give higher execution priorities to DI groups that will be more likely to incur path reduction. The executor can use simple heuristics for DI scheduling which include: (1) grouping dependency DIs with respect to data dependency; (2) unrolling recursive DIs partially based on look-up information, and grouping the rest; and (3) searching the sub-space in favor of sub-trees with less dependency. Due to space constraint we do not elaborate this optimization.
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Example. Consider an example where a map is searched to find an element with key s 1 + s 2 (here + adopts its C++ semantics to denote the concatenation of strings and characters). For brevity we ignore C++ iterators and the abstractions over the map operations, and model the map as a sequence of (key,value) pairs: (k1, v1) ⊕ (k2, v2) ⊕ . . . . The find operator can be specified in a functional style:
Suppose we want to find an element with key s 1 + s 2 in the following map under path condition s3.f ind(s2
We can unroll the find function three times to match s 1 + s 2 over the first three symbolic keys. Since the first key uses variable s 1 , s 2 and s 3 , while the other two use only s 1 and s 2 , the search might be in favor of keys 2 and 3. For key 2, the derived abstraction is 1 + s1.len + s2.len = s1.len + s2.len, which immediately invalidates this case. The abstraction for key 3 is s1.len + 1 + 1 = s1.len + s2.len; hence constraint s2.len = 2 is added into the path condition. Now s3.f ind(s2) = 1 can be unrolled to get s3[0, 1] = s2 ∧ s3[1, 2] = s2. For this constraint together with s2[0]+"A ′′ = s2, the executor can quickly find a valid solution, e.g. s2 = "0A ′′ and
is executed next, where a valid assignment to s 1 , e.g. s1 = "b ′′ , can be found by exploring only one path.
Evaluation Results
We run KLOVER on benchmark programs on a laptop with a 2.40GHz Intel Core(TM)2 Duo processor and 4GB memory. We compare lazy execution with eager execution, in terms of the number of visited paths and the execution time.
Results I: String Solving through Lazy Execution. We first test the main benchmark program in [2] : example 1 described in Section 2. Table 1 . Experimental results on the string example for eager execution, lazy execution with DIs using quantified expressions, lazy expressions with DIs defined in source. We use "*" to mark the the cases where a fixed length is given to the input string to avoid T.O (e.g. > 5 minutes) in eager execution. Time is measured in seconds. "E.T." indicates that the execution instance will terminate once a valid test is found.
symbolic. Lazy execution can achieve much higher performance. The eager approach can also use "early termination" to make the execution reasonably fast when a path condition is short; but it rapidly blows up when the path conditions are complicated. This indicates that early termination is not the key reason why lazy execution is much faster. When the DIs are modeled using quantified expressions (e.g. find last of imp 1), the execution is a little faster than the case where DIs are modeled as predicates in source code (e.g. find last of imp). This is because KLOVER is able to solve quantified expressions directly in the solver rather than search the DI state space. Executing DIs may spawn many paths, hence KLEE's various search heuristics can be applied here (we use DFS only). In addition, KLEE's cache solver is essential to speed-up the solving since these paths have similar path conditions. Note that KLOVER always finds the minimum lengths.
We also test KLOVER on string sequences generated randomly. The operations in each sequence are related by data dependency such that the result or the side-effect of an operation may be used by subsequent operations. We are able to obtain 10-500x speed-ups by adopting the lazy execution method. Moreover, the longer a sequence is, the better lazy execution work. In general, using quantified expressions in DIs works better for larger strings and longer sequences; but defining DIs in the source code is more general and requires less support from the executor and its solver. Note that the eager approach often times out, in which case the lazy approach achieves higher speed-ups.
To summarize, with lazy execution we can define a built-in string solver that can rival with external solvers [2, 7, 14, 8] . In particular, the solver in [8] uses a lazy solving technique to avoid fruitless iterations between the numeric domain and the string domain. Our approach is general and flexible, e.g. easy to support new operations or different operation semantics.
Results II: Road Test. user-defined data structures. We compare the original eager method and our lazy method in terms of the completed paths leading to valid test cases. The original method is given a 20-minute timeout. As shown in the table, the lazy method can reduce the total execution time from around minutes to a few seconds without losing source line coverage. In fact for those time-out cases, with lazy execution we are able to not only finish the execution of all programs in reasonable time, but also achieve higher coverage (10-30%) since more paths are visited using the lazy method. In these unit-testing programs, typically 1-2 inputs are symbolic.
Results III: Lazy Execution for Small Programs. We test KLOVER on programs using various data structures and multiple input variables. The data structures include bitset, container, string, regular expression, date and userdefined ones. We manually define their abstractions and DIs. Table 3 shows the results for 5 programs (of small-medium size) developed by us. More complicated programs often result in time-out even with the lazy execution method, hence they are not the subject of the performance evaluation. The evaluation results show that: lazy execution can reduce the number of paths and execution times by 1-3 orders of magnitude for non-trivial programs. For example, when prog 1 has less symbolic inputs or elements, the eager method explores 16,384 valid paths (and many more invalid paths) while the lazy method explores only 931 paths, among which 145 paths lead to valid test cases. These 145 tests constitute a coverage-preserving subset of the 16,384 ones. The improvement is more significant when more conflicts exist in the program such that many tentative paths turn out to be unsat in the end.
Cost of Defing DIs. We observe that the more accurate and restrictive the DIs, the faster our lazy method can find out the solutions and terminate the execution. Defining abstractions and DIs in the IL is quite straight-forward, however identifying the right abstractions requires efforts. Typically, it takes a couple of hours to identify and specify non-trivial abstractions and DIs for a library; and it takes a few hours to write test cases to verify and check their correctness and efficiency. Fortunately, it is possible to use symbolic execution or other symbolic techniques to (1) calculate program invariants [9] , and (2) check the correctness of likely invariants. It is also possible to derive predicates from the assembly or bytecode of a function and formally verify their correctness Table 3 . Experimental results on programs using multiple libraries. T.O denotes a 10-minute time-out. Eager "#path" gives the number of valid paths by the eager method; lazy "#path" is of format valid path number / tried path number for the lazy method. "Impr." indicates the time improvement by the lazy method over the eager one.
automatically [13] . We plan to explore these directions to automatically derive, refine and verify the abstractions and DIs.
Discussion and Conclusion
Lazy execution enables us to infer information about subsequent executions and use it to prune useless and duplicate paths. A typical way to gather such information is to apply static analysis on the source program [3] . In this paper we show how to provide a general framework to use this information in symbolic execution. For example, KLOVER supports defining the information in an abstractionsearch architecture, and iteratively applies the declarative implementations to search for a solution. KLOVER extends the engine's kernel to introduce IL for controlling lazy execution. This method is not only general but also efficient. For example, KLOVER can reuse all facilities built in a high-performance executor such as KLEE, e.g. use optimizations such as expression rewriting, value concretization, constraint independence, etc., to process and solve IL expressions. A main advantage of lazy execution is to avoid exploring many useless or duplicate paths, and define sophisticated built-in solvers in the source code. State merging techniques [4, 11] have a similar purpose. However our method is more systematic and may work better since it utilizes the information in the very beginning and in a declarative way. There also exist some works on using summaries in symbolic execution. For example, Anand et al. [1] found feasible interprocedural program paths by composing symbolic executions of feasible intraprocedural paths. They summarize procedures at various levels of detail and of composing those using logic formulas in a demand-driven way. Godefroid et al. [9] computed both may and must information compositionally and store them as summaries, and use them to check specific properties and help directed testing. In addition, Khurshid el al. [10] performed symbolic execution of commonly used library classes at the abstract level only. Our abstraction-DI-search flow is orthogonal to these methods.
The most related work is [17] and [18] . The main goal of [17] is to handle constraints involving data structures that cannot be handled by the solver, such as pointers, non-linear constraints, hidden external functions. The basic idea is to obtain concrete values in one run, then use these values to resolve complex elements (e.g. non-linear functions) in subsequent runs. It contains no concepts of abstraction, sub-space search, etc.
The lazy method in [18] first explores an abstraction of a function by replacing each called function with an unconstrained input, then expands a (possibly spurious) trace to a concretely realizable one by recursively expanding the called functions and finding concrete executions. It two-phase execution scheme is similar to ours, but it uses no predicate abstractions and DIs during the execution.
Our future work includes (1) identifying high-quality abstractions automatically; (2) improving DI specification and sub-space search; and (3) testing larger C/C++ programs.
